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AP on the Western Front

Your club needs you

Volunteers respond to clarion call
As Field Marshall TM surveys the AP Army mustered in front
of The Springfield ready to embark upon the The
Great War Tour, his heart is bursting with
pride. Next to him stands the uniformed cream of AP youth
(and several of the ancient variety), ready to serve President
and Club in those dark forbidding trenches in Kentish fields
far away.
Once Tour Breakfast rations are consumed, the tourists
board the battle bus and head for those foreign fields,
ready to do battle President Eyetiss inviting AP
with leather and players not to be members of the
willow. The first White Feather club, but to sign
up as volunteers for
engagement in the
theatre of cricket The Great War
Tour!
war will be at
He repeats the invitation for the
Sandwich
Town,
MagnAParka Tour of 2015!
where
General
Amos and his doughty troops await behind barbed wire trenches for the first
onslaught
of
…… . ……… T H E
GREAT WAR TOUR!

TOUR 2014 Tourists and their Nicknames
Ishtiaq Ahmed - ISHY
Manjit Bisht - BOSHT
Matt Blackmore - DULUX
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Derick Cordy - JC
Dave Crank - THE COSH
Dave Douglas - LEG END
Martin Egan - GERMAN
John Freestone - FLINTSTONE
Erol Hasan - TM
Jason Hunter - JAZZA
Paul Jackson - JACKO
Bryan King - EYETISS

Andy Langston - THE HOERR
Nick Lankester - BOMBER
Clive Metcalfe - BHUNA
Samir Patel - SAMMY
Randolph Reid - REVEREND
Anthony Shaw - TOINE
Darren Smith - DAZZA
Tom Smith - DANDY
Steven Streicher - STRIKER
Grayham Tindal - TIMBER
Terry White -YT
Alistair Wilson - LUMMOX
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Tour Manager:
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Joint Asst. Tour Managers:
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Anthony Shaw
Tour Accountant:
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The skirmish lost - but the war still to win
Clever change of battle site wrong-foots tourists
The whizz-bang's are flying over the
coach as we arrive at the Sandwich
front. Defences are not fully completed, but we have sufficient armoury
and protection in our infantry bags to
begin the first sortie of the Great War
Tour at Sandwich Town.
The heavy rain earlier in the day has flooded
the trenches at the main battleground called
The Butts and both sides are forced to wage
war on a slightly less wet nearby field known
as Gazen Salt. A long drawn out hand-tohand fight is rejected by both generals and a
brief 20/20 clash is agreed with the umpires,
one of which is Bhuna. Sandwich are first to
wield their blades and with great effect, cutting our bowling to shreds. In the first 8.2
overs they knock up 108 runs before the first
wicket falls when battle fatigue forces their
opener to retire after bludgeoning 80 runs.
Thereafter the run rate slows a bit with The
Hoerr twice going over the top and rattling
the Sandwich timbers twice. Then Sammy
catches his own grenade - hit back to him on
the full - leaving Sandwich three down. Their
formidable final total is 203.

Bomber keeps the jugs flowing freely, much to the
approval of TM

Tizzes we have loved
….a look into the tizz books of the past . . .
2002
Harbie: Late on tour, saying his train came through
Rotherham.
Bronco: Scoring too well, possessing pasty legs, being a Villa fan and too cerebral.

2000
Run Machine: Reminiscing about his younger days when he was fifty!
Gradders: Getting route to Broadstairs right and
therefore denying new tourists undiscovered views of
area.
The Hoerr: Believing Randy was a real Reverend,
including suggesting he did his wedding service.
The Cat: Not drinking his milk in the field or at
breakfast - Kit-e-Kat ordered, but ate cooked breakfast.
1995
The Cosh: 640 misfields (£4) less £2 credit for showing instant contrition.
Herbee: Flying flag at half-mast, encouraging death
As always at Sandwich, we enjoy a splen- wish of openers.
The invaders’ reply gets off to a good start their run rate being only marginally below that
of their opponents. The innings is anchored by
Dazza, who is finding this Kentish field to his
liking. He smites 68 before losing his bails to
the wily Amos. Ishy meanwhile is also attacking with freedom, but his innings comes to a
halt when he is run out for 42 shortly before
Dazza meets his nemesis. With these two out
of the action, we lose wickets trying to keep
up with the clock and eventually are dismissed for a commendable 150 in 17.2 overs.
The first Big Head Medal of Tour is awarded
to maiden tourist Dazza and another firsttimer Bosht annexes the Duck Tie.

did pre-battle lunch and a during-skirmish
tea, followed by post-conflict gallons of
amber liquid, predominantly of the Gadds
variety and plenty of that clear firewater
known as G & T. Following many songs
from the soldiers of both camps, a weary
and battleworn touring party climbs on to
the coach to ‘sipsippass’ their way back to
war headquarters at Cliftonville. Once
there, the battalion breaks up into small
units to reconnoitre strategic sites, such
as the Golden Curry and the casino.

1994
Kegsy: Constantly interrupting B/H medal award
with unintelligible twaddle and not providing interpreter whilst in southern counties. Being “fat, crap
and useless with the bat.”
Timmers: Saying he didn’t feel like a drink at Broadstairs, then going to the Brown Jug and drinking like a
‘turbot’.
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Battle of Belnor cancelled due to rain
Team building manoeuvres prove positive substitute
The plan for day two of the conflict is to
move the infantry to Rodmersham to attack the crack Belnor unit on a field outside Sittingbourne. Heavy rain makes
this move a non-starter and the officers
decide that the men could do with a morale boosting day of golf at the North
Foreland golf course. ‘More ale’ is certainly boosted by more and more and
more – firstly at the well-appointed club
house on the course and secondly later at
the Brown Jug.
The golf manoeuvres are very successful and it is decided that petanque All looks calm, but the storm is about to break and the petanque
manoeuvres will go down equally well.
court will become a bear-pit
And so it proves. A long league phase,
followed by knock out semi-finals and a final
give everyone time to show their prowess at the
heavy metal ball game. The gallery of spectaOur first journey into the past takes us to the
tors become progressively noisier and rowdier as
Palindromic Tour of 2002. and a memorable
the matches proceed and behaviour deteriorates
day at the old UK Paper ground …….
at a similar pace. Food provided by Brown Jug
landlady Jenny is consumed with enthusiasm
and TM leads the party in a traditional mediterTM’s Master Plan Works Again
ranean dance. Out on the petanque courts
Bar Marathon taxes Tourists’ Livers
matches are proceeding to a crescendo and the
tension is so acute that bodily fluids are being
The TM’s annual strategy of boosting the
expelled at a high rate of cubic centimetres in a
morale of the Belnor club, by losing the
variety of interesting places.
fixture is put into place again as Eyetiss
(15), having lost the toss, opens the
After a splendid afternoon and evening at the
innings with Run Machine.
Brown Jug, the tourists board a variety of taxis (the
coach is given the day off) and head back to base
Several well choreographed low stands
for further curry in some cases, though few recall
follow, with Charmpits (39) being given
how they got there.
licence to have a crack to get the score up to
a modest 125.

All our yesterdays (1)

Brown Jug nights

The plot wavers somewhat, since our bowlers fail
to take the game to the planned close finish and
30.5 overs later, Belnor arrive at the victory
which is their inheritance for the loss of just 3
wickets. Only Maxi and The Hoerr can hold their
heads reasonably high as they walk off the pitch.
Maxi’s figures are 2 for 24 in 11 overs (including
5 maidens), whilst The Hoerr notches up 1 for 42
in 11, with 5 maidens.

The Hoeerr, The Rev, TM and Eyetiss slowly succumb to the
Brown Jug spell (5 for 26 in 12 rounds).

In the evening Belnor do the tourists proud by
providing a superb barbecue. Yet another
incarnation of Costas, Conehead and the C is
observed and the choristers’ repertoire is
delivered in the cool of the evening on the
pavilion steps under floodlight. The kitty master
does a sterling job as festivities continue into the
following morning with several Belnor players
present as ‘To the Coach’ is called just past
midnight.
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All the relevant
statistics from the 78th Tour
compiled by Statisto
BATTING
Averages above 20 (min 2
Ins NO* HS
Dazza
3
0
89
Lummox
3
1
72
Sammy
2
1
36
German
3
0
32
Timber
2
1
20

ins)
Runs Ave
210 70
94 47
47 47
70 23.33*
23 23

Notable other score: Ishy 42

BOWLING
Averages (30 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs Mdns RunsWks Ave
German
13 1
89 4 22.25
Googers
38 5
136 6 22.66*
TM
11 0
48 2 24
The Hoeerr 30.1 1
161 6 26.83*

FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)
Stumpings (only)
The Hoerr 3
Eyetiss
1
The Cosh 2
JC
2
Dandy
2
(16 in all)

Tourists enjoying curry at Ramsgate on final tour night

The Finer Points
- battle by battle
Sunday, August 10th:
Tour match abandoned
Unofficial 20/20 played instead:Sandwich Town 203-4 (The Hoerr 2-38)
AP 145 (Dazza 68, Ishy 42)
LOST
BHM: Dazza
Duck Tie: Bosht
Monday, August 11th:
Match abandoned due to wet field and
flooded trenches
Tuesday, August 12th:
Dover Rangers 155 (German 4-39,
Googers 4-37)
AP 156-9 (Dazza 53, German 27, Timber
20)
WON
BHM: German
DuckTie: Bosht
Wednesday, August 13th:
Gore Court 231-6 (Sammy 2-38, Timber 239)
AP 232-7 (Dazza 89 Sammy 36*, The Rev
23, Lummox 21*)
WON
BHM: Sammy
Duck Tie: Bosht
Thursday, August 14th:
Broadstairs 258-4
AP 209 (Lummox 72, German 32)
LOST
BHM: Lummox
Duck Tie: Bosht
Friday, August 15th:
AP 226-9 (The Hoeerr 60, Bosht 31, TM 22,
Toine 21)
Old Ruymians 189 (The Hoeerr 3-26, TM
2-25, Googers 2-39, Toine 2-42)
WON
BHM: The Hoeerr
Duck Tie: Bosht (holder of DT for entire
tour!)
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Final manoeuvre of day brings victory
Dazza and German lead fighting recovery
The journey to the Tuesday battlefield is a long and arduous one through
Kentish villages (and villages of Kent), but ATM and navigator Eyetiss are
equal to the task and manage to get coach and battalion through enemy
territory to the Tilmanstone Welfare ground in time to face up to the crack
Dover Rangers war machine.
Our opponents have first knock and make steady progress, reaching 33-0 in the first 13
overs, until Googers strikes twice in one over for a double wicket maiden. He follows
this up with some fine artillery, taking two more prisoners to leave the home battalion
reeling with 4 down for just 50 and Googers on course for all ten. Meanwhile, we have
German in our ranks tossing wickedly twisting grenades into the enemy’s rough areas.
Taking his cue from Googers, German secures another four wicket haul for the visiting
marauders who by now have the Rangers struggling on 130-8. Timber, in his second
spell, also has success when Eyetiss gives him his first-ever stumped wicket. Their fair
declaration comes with the score at 155-9, which would leave us 38 overs to knock
down their barricades.
Following a brief truce for a superb tea, we set about a very gettable total. The home army are
given immediate hope by knocking out our two openers for only 10 runs in just 19 balls. A recovery by the irresistible Dazza and the stubborn TM lifts the score to 52 before TM is forced to retreat behind the front line having been bowled for 7. The home team are now having some success, managing to nip another wicket out on 69 and then two more with the score on 79 (one of
them Dazza for an essential 53). Suddenly, the battle is turning the wrong way for AP. When
ATM Toine goes leaving us on 93-7, the target is looking rather distant. Fortunately, the German
(27) is in battle-mode and he digs in and, along with Timber (20), helps the score to 147 before
his timbers are demolished.
The total is now 147-8 and in comes Eyetiss.
Only one more run is added before ninth man
Timber plays all round a straight one, bringing
last man Googers to the crease. 12 balls remain
and 8 required. A message from the Home Guard
at Wilmington-on-Sea seems to be saying, “Don’t
panic, Mr Mainwaring!” The message is taken on
board. One error and the battle will be lost, so
the bad ball must be awaited. Eyetiss plays his
first ball for a single, then Googers defends a
good ball. He scores a single off the next leaving
three balls remaining in the penultimate over. 6
needed off 9 balls. Two good grenades require defensive action – 6 required off 7. Then the killer
stroke as Eyetiss pulls a quick, but shortish ball
for four to the relief of the tourists. Just 2 off the
final over for victory. Googers strokes the first
ball of the over for 2 and the coup-de-gras is administered and a famous victory achieved.

Googers walks off after making the winning runs.

The German receives the full military honour known
as the BHM and Bosht retains the DT, courtesy of a
lack of ducks in the AP innings. Hospitality is, as always, of the highest order and fine singing is heard.
The battle bus takes a unit full of happy and triumphant tourists back to base for further celebrations.
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Gore Court Glory for AP army
Light blue, dark blue and red standard flies again
over Kentish field
And so to Sittingbourne for the annual skirmish with Gore Court. The troops are
very much up for this battle and arrive full of ambition and ammunition. The initial
setback of a lost toss is a temporary one as our opening bowlers Timber and
Sammy rip into the Gore Court weaponry, eliminating their first three batsmen for
a paltry 6 runs, with the help of two fine catches from Dandy. At one point Timber’s figures read 8 overs, 6 maidens, 2 wickets, 6 runs. A mini recovery still sees
the home team lose two more infantry leaving them on 57-5 and a low total looking likely. Two Gore Court batsmen think otherwise and they engineer a steady
recovery, putting on 131 in 19 overs and tarnishing Timber’s analysis somehwat.
A late flourish and Gore Court are able to declare on 231-6 in 51 overs. This
leaves just 39 overs for AP to achieve approximately six runs an over to triumph.
Our reply does not pull up trees immediately. In fact with TM and German in the hutch at 23,
branches are well and truly still in place. Luckily, Dazza (89) and The Rev (23) fashion an excellent recovery adding 110 runs for the third wicket. Despite losing more wickets, we keep up the
run rate, with our middle order producing the goods. Bosht gets 18 and
Sammy 36no. Sammy and Lummox (21)
to see us home with less than two overs
to spare for another successful run Way back in the long distant past, when even the AP Kent Tour
chase and with a 100% win record in was in it’s infancy, a historic AP Kent Tour match was played in
1929 at Belmont - the home of the famous Lord Harris.
full tour games this year.

All our yesterdays (2)

Lunches and teas in the Gore Court
pavilion are excellent as always and a
long and inebriate display of choral
versatility lights up the evening celebrations. The BHM goes to Sammy for
a fine all-round performance and poor
Bosht has to wear the duck tie or another day. The Charlie Vinnicombe
Award for the best performance on
both sides is awarded to A Rushworth
of Gore Court for his fine knock of 78
and 2 wickets for 15.

In 1878/79 Lord Harris captained the England team in an
early test series in Australia.
Later, performing a variety or
roles, he became virtually the
ruler of worldwide cricket in the
early part of the 20th Century
But his main claim to fame, of
course, came in 1929 when, in
his 79th year, he led an invitational eleven, including Colin
Fairservice (Kent off break
bowler) to face the mighty AP at
the famous Belmont cricket
ground.
For generations of
cricket connoisseurs Belmont,
along with Lords and the Oval,
was a pre-eminent ground on
which to play or watch cricket. The hosting of an AP Kent Tour
fixture would have been an honour for Lord Harris and his staff.
No scorecard has survived from the fixture but the AP Tour archives record that Lord Harris did not bat. However, an AP
player, S.C. Ball “gave his Lordship a sitter at point, so that his
name would be coupled with the gentleman in the press.” From
this, one assumes that Lord Harris would have deemed it an honour to be associated with the AP Tour. As for Mr Fairservice the
tour archive says that he also played, “but did little with the
ball.” Presumably the AP batsmen found him no trouble.
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Rearguard action saves day for tourists
Honours even after hand-to-hand warfare at Dumpton Park
The task at Dumpton Park in the Broadstairs fixture is often an arduous
one. This year’s confrontation is no exception. On a shirtfront pitch, the
Broadstairs openers settle in quickly and slowly grind down the AP attack.
Whizz-bangs, bayonet charges and cavalry – all fail as the batting pair despatch our bowlers to all
parts of the park. Both
batsmen on reaching their
personal hundreds choose
to retire (out). The next
batsmen do not fare nearly
so well. Third and fourth
wickets fall comparatively
quickly to Bosht and Lummox
before
Broadstairs
make a good declaration on
258-4 after 44 overs, leaving us a potential 42 overs
to knock them off.
Meanwhile, those members of the
touring party not playing repair to
the Brown Jug to continue the onslaught on their livers begun in the
same hostelry on Tuesday. Mein hostess Jenny is pleased as always to see us and we are
pleased not just to see her, but to devour many more pints of her IPA and Gadds.
The start of our reply is entrusted to Flintstone and JC. They proceed methodically until JC misses
a straight one and German comes to the crease. He and Flintstone take the score to 41 before the
beadle is dismissed for a solid 18. At this stage we are well up with the required run rate and with
German and Dulux in the middle the runs accumulate. Unfortunately, Dulux falls for 11, but German is joined by Lummox and the two of them make hay (and runs) before German departs for 32.
The run rate is still healthy and The Hoerr supports Lummox while the pair put on a further 47. It
really is a case of not conceding wickets at this stage, because the total is very attainable. Trouble
is, instead of easing the scoreboard along, we try to force the pace and lose wickets into the bargain. Firstly, Lummox is out for a fine 72. Then Dandy departs, leaving two fresh batsmen at the
crease. Striker (11) and Toine (11) cannot generate the scoring rate required and the team is forced
to attempt to avoid defeat. Unfortunately Striker and Toine are dismissed in successive balls – just
what we didn’t need when trying to save the game. Bosht and Googers, though, manage to keep
the final wicket intact during the remaining over to secure a hard-earned draw. So honours almost
even and the evening to come!
Lummox is presented with the BHM for his
cavalier 72 which with more luck could have
been a match-winning innings and the DT
goes to . . . Bosht, of course, with ducks being at a premium this tour!. The lunches and
teas are of the highest quality and the singing comes a close second. The post-match
games highlight is when the Fire game is
played with enthusiasm and certainly not
The singing (right) begins in earnest,
despite his unavailability.
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Armistice signed on Chatham House field
AP victory means end to hostilities till next August
The final adversary for the battle-weary AP army is at the Chatham House field in Ramsgate. TM and his war cabinet look at the resources available and decide that members of
the battle-hardened Tour Management will be needed to face the inevitable onslaught from
the grenade-throwing old boys of the crack Ruymians artillery division.
Toine and Eyetiss are sent over the top to face the first overs with the strict instructions to remove the shine from the ball, in order for the infantry following to make light of the later deliveries. Accordingly, the two ATMs show courage and resistance in deflecting the early attack and it
is not until the 9th over that the opposition have their first success when ex-TM, Eyetiss is
caught. TM himself comes in to repair the breach and he continues the fight against youthful
and accurate deliveries. Unfortunately, Toine is adjudged lbw, leaving us on 41-2.
Solid, but unspectacular middle order batting takes us to 80-5 when The Hoerr marches to the
crease with mayhem in mind. Helped by YT (16) and JC (also 16) he sets about the bowling, adding a fine 60 before being bowled by the opposition’s C. Ross (who takes 6 in all) - but not before
the score has accelerated to 200-8. The tail also
wags with Bosht adding a more than useful 31
and the not out Googers scoring 8. The declaration comes with the score at 226-9.

The Hoeerr is our sunshine

During the match, breaks are held for lunch and
tea – both of which are superb as always on Tour
Fridays and it is an AP touring team replete with
fine food and drink which takes the field in the
sun to do battle with the Old Ruymians bayonet
wielders. First blood goes to ORs when Eyetiss
(fielding at mid-on today and not wearing the
keepers’ gloves) is hit on his unpadded right shin
and leaves the field soon after with a blood injury. Our coach driver’s son is a cricket enthusiast and he goes out as twelfth man to do fielding
duties. So well does he do that fit-again Eyetiss
decides to leave the youngster on the field.

Our youthful sub rewards us with a fine catch. It is Googers, however, who makes the early inroads, taking out both openers. JC removes the number three and we feel we are well on our way
to victory. Their next willow-wielder thinks differently, however, as he smashes a superb 69 and
by the time he is annexed by Toine the score has gone to 179-8 with 6 overs to go and just 48
needed – a tough task but achievable. The Hoerr, however, has the last laugh by taking the last
two wickets to give the tourists a fine victory on the final day of the Great War Tour.
The Big Head Medal goes to the Hoerr for his
excellent all-round performance (3-26 in 8.1
overs, in addition to his batting). Another
duckless day leaves Bosht holding the Duck
Tie for the sixth day in succession and the
choir belt out all the old favourites in the bar
of the Rose of England, the proprietors of
which once again provide a fine buffet to sate
the hunger of tourists and Ruymians alike. We
are let to reflect on yet another highly successful tour on and off the field before setting
out to make our presence felt in the restaurants, pubs, clubs and casinos of East Kent.
Bosht receives Duck Tie to complete an entire week
sporting the legendary piece of clothing!
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